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Notice:
The Clifford Estes Company does not warranty, either expressed or implied, the suitability of our product for a particular purpose. It is the responsibility of the user to determine if the Estes product is compatible with a particular purpose and method of application. The preparation and bonding methods used to apply this product are the responsibility of the user to establish, making sure it is fit for that application. Many factors can affect the performance of this product which is within the user’s knowledge and control. Environmental conditions, surface preparation and application methods are a few possibilities that can affect the performance of Estes’ product.

Limitation of Liability

Estes warrants its PermaColor Quartz granules as an interior non-UV product for period of five (5) years will retain its color and be resistant to the chemicals suitable to the use for which the product was intended.
Estes warrants its HP granules for a period of five (5) years and Ceramaquartz ceramic coated granules for a period of ten (10) years will retain its color and be resistant to the chemicals suitable to the use for which the product was intended from the date of purchase.
If the Estes’ product is proven defective it is Estes’ option to refund the purchase price or replace the defective Estes material exclusively. Estes will not be liable for loss or damages other than replacement of our product.

For additional information call:
Clifford Estes Company
182 Fairfield Rd.
Fairfield, NJ 07004
973-575-4400